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ABSTRACT

Coral reefs are some of the most economically valuable and biologically
diverse ecosystems on Earth. Current trends show that throughout the world, reef
health is in decline. Some of the most pristine coral reefs in the Caribbean are located
in the waters surrounding Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean (Steneck and McClanahan, 2004).
These reefs have been shown to extend into deeper waters (up to 110 m). Through the
use of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Technology (AUVs) these deep reef
structures may be studied much more efficiently than through the use of SCUBA
divers. AUVs were used to collect geospatial reef data in January of 2008, by a
collective group of Universities, Industry partners, and the Island Government of
Bonaire.

This geoacoustic data (swath bathymetry and backscatter) has been

processed and analyzed to calculate depth, sediment type, seafloor slope, and rugosity.
Backscatter data was processed using an acoustic ground discrimination system (QTC
Swathview) to classify bottom types into five separate categories. These classification
and bathymetry values were then used as a method to determine dominant
mechanisms for enhanced reef structure at depth, locations of paleoshorelines,
substrate types, and the effects that conservation efforts have had on the deep-water
corals.
Processed data shows the existence of a second reef structure, located at a
depth range of 75 to 105 meters, which surrounds much of the leeward side of the
island. This reef is in addition to the more commonly known shallow reef, which

xii

exists from 10 to 30 meters.

Many significant reef-like structures were also

discovered at even greater depths in many locations, which may have been generated
by significant wave events in the area. While this data provides a preliminary view of
several specific locations surrounding Bonaire, additional surveys around the island,
as well as neighboring islands, are necessary to gain a full understanding of the
processes that affect this region.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Coral reefs make up about 1% of the world's oceans, yet they house nearly
25% of all marine species (Davidson, 1998). The Global Coral Reef Monitoring
Network (GCRMN) states that under current trends, 15% of the coral reefs in the
world are seriously threatened to the point of extinction within 10 – 20 years
(GCRMN, 2008). Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean, has arguably the most pristine coral reef
environment in the Caribbean (Steneck and McClanahan, 2004). The percent coral
cover is the highest and percent algal cover is the lowest compared to other Caribbean
reefs (Kramer, 2003). A 1999 study by the Atlantic and Gulf Rapid Reef Assessment
(AGRRA) showed that Bonaire had an average of 47% hard coral cover compared to
only 14% in the Bahamas and 20% in Belize (Steneck and McClanahan, 2005).
Even though Bonaire has some of the most unspoiled reef environments in the
world, these reefs are not free from problems. Within the past thirty years Caribbean
coral reefs have shown a significant shift in dominate species due to human
disturbances. Shallow waters, which were previously dominated by large Acropora
corals, such as elkhorn and staghorn, have seen substantial decreases in coral
populations (Jackson, et al., 2001). The hazards facing Bonaire's coral reefs are twofold; local risks such as overfishing, water quality degradation, and coastal
development pose threats, as do large-scale issues including global warming and
hurricanes (de Leon, 2009). One of the leading causes of coral mortality throughout
the world is coral bleaching due to rising seawater temperatures. This phenomenon
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occurs when the photosynthetic algae, known as zooxanthellae, which live
symbiotically within the coral polyps, leave their host due to some environmental
stressor.

While this does not immediately kill the coral, if zooxanthellae do not

reinhabit the polyps, the coral will eventually die (Brown, 1997).
Despite these vulnerabilities, Bonaire has a long history of marine
preservation, beginning with turtle protection in 1961, the prohibition of spear fishing
in 1971, and finally the protection of coral, dead or alive, in 1975 (STINAPA, 2009).
The reefs are among the best protected in the Caribbean with no collections of any
kind allowed (InfoBonaire, 2009). Due to its long history of conservation, Bonaire is
an ideal place for scientists to conduct research programs in a more pristine
environment than would be available in other locations. One of the most well-known
works of research done in Bonaire was the Atlas of the Living Reefs of Curaçao and
Bonaire (Netherlands Antilles) by Dr. Fleur van Duyl in 1985. This atlas maps the
bottom types and benthic communities from the shoreline to a depth of 10-12 m. Even
though this literature has become somewhat dated, it is still relevant as a benchmark
for present day research and comparisons.
Tourism has been the largest industry in Bonaire since the construction of the
first pier in the harbor in the late nineteenth century. Today many tourists still arrive
in Bonaire via boat, with the number of cruise passengers reaching over 97,000 in
2007, an increase of 58% from 2006 (DEZA, 2008). In 1936, the first airport was
constructed on the island, and today the Flamingo International Airport services over
500,000 total passengers per year (Bonaire International Airport, 2009).
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In addition to potential damage from tourists and rising water temperatures,
there are natural factors that may have a negative effect on the fragile reef. Despite
Bonaire‟s position outside the hurricane belt, hurricanes, though uncommon, do occur.
The Caribbean Sea is considered a geologically active area, thus predisposing the
island to the risk of earthquakes and tsunamis (Scheffers, 2004). The Metrological
Service of the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba lists 37 tropical cyclones passing within
100 nautical miles of 12.5 N 69.0 W from 1605 through 2008. Fifteen of these
cyclones reached hurricane strength, with wind speeds in excess of 74 miles per hour
(2009). Hurricanes passing to the north can create high seas and intense wave action
along Bonaire‟s leeward shore. These "wind reversals" can create waves up to 10 m
and cause extensive damage to the shallow reefs (Meyer and MacRae, 2006). One
particularly notable storm, Hurricane Lenny, passed to the north of the Dutch
Caribbean, in a west to east direction, in November 1999 (Scheffers, 2004). Even
though the closest distance from the storm to the islands was over 350 km (188
nautical miles), the wave damage inflicted on the leeward reefs was the most severe
ever recorded. At Lenny's peak, on November 17th, the storm was centered south of
the Virgin Islands and had a maximum sustained wind speed of 135 kt (68 m/s)
(Meyer, Bries, Greenstein, and Debrot, 2003). Another storm of interest, Tropical
Storm Omar, passed within 200 km of Bonaire in October 2008. After the storm,
surveyors claimed that 75% of the coral located deeper than 20 m was covered with
silt, though negligible mechanical damage was observed. The shallow reefs, however,
lost a significant part of their adult coral population (de Leon, 2008). This October
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2008 storm is of particular interest because its impacts can be compared to AUV data
collected in January 2008, and serve as a baseline for comparison of the impact of
Omar.
While tsunamis are extremely rare in this area, particularly in recent history,
they do occur, with the most recent major occurrence taking place sometime during
the sixteenth century (Scheffers, Scheffers, and Kelletat, 2005).

There are four

different sources for tsunami waves, all which have been observed in the Caribbean:
teletsunamis (generated by remote sources), landslide tsunamis (generated by mass
movements of sediment or debris), volcanic tsunamis (generated by volcanic
processes), and tectonic tsunamis (generated by the movement of tectonic plates).
There have been nine reported wave events that are classified as true tsunamis since
1530 (Lander, Whiteside, and Lockridge, 2002).
Understanding the variables and impacts of such phenomena is made possible
through technological advances. One of the latest methods for studying the marine
environment is the use of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, or AUVs. AUVs are
self-propelled vehicles that execute underwater maneuvers and data collection in three
dimensions without direct operator control or a tether to the surface. They are capable
of covering many kilometers per day in close proximity to the seabed, providing
enhanced resolution for multi-beam (bathymetric) and side-scan sonar imaging
(Patterson and Sias, 1999). This data can be processed and analyzed to determine
depths, sediment types, seafloor slope, and rugosity. Rugosity is a parameter used to
describe the roughness of the sea floor. A high rugosity value is often indicative of the
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presence of coral structures (Prada, Appeldoorn, and Rivera, 2008). These values are
traditionally measured manually using a chain or rope, but can also be calculated
programmatically by taking the ratio of the geometric surface area to that of the planer
surface area (Jenness, 2004). This data can be used to provide an enhanced picture of
what can be found underwater, and be collected much more efficiently and at greater
depths through the use of an AUV than a diver ever could.
In January 2008, a NOAA Ocean Explorer funded research expedition entitled,
“Bonaire 2008: Exploring Coral Reef Sustainability with New Technologies” traveled
to Bonaire to study the coral reefs.

This survey, employing the use of AUV

technology, was conducted by scientists from several universities, industry partners,
and the Island Government of Bonaire. This operation was the first use of three
simultaneous AUVs in an Ocean Exploration mission, as well as the first use of AUVs
in Bonaire (Patterson, 2008).

The following hypotheses will be tested by the proposed research:
1. The dive restricted, marine reserves have had a positive impact on the
existence of stable reef structures in deep water compared to areas outside
of the reserve.
One of the principle survey locations of the 2008 mission was one of
the island‟s two marine reserves. This location is on the leeward side
of the island, just north of the Karpata dive site and adjacent to the
Karpata Ecological Centre. Access to this area is prohibited to both
divers and snorkelers without a research permit issued by the Bonaire
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Marine Park. This ensures that the area is free from damage that is
often caused by tourists, and is kept in the best possible condition for
research studies.

2. There will be a decreased prevalence of coral, including both living and
fossil reef, at deeper depths (100-300 m), compared to that at shallow
depths (0-100 m).
Due to the proximity of abundant coral reef structures to Bonaire‟s
shoreline, several AUV missions used in this study were executed
using a vehicle launch from land, thus not requiring the use of a boat.
This allowed for a more comprehensive survey of the seafloor, often
beginning at a depth of 5 m and progressing out into deeper waters,
permitting the comparison between shallow and deep structures on a
site by site basis.

3. Downslope gravity-driven processes, such as storm and tsunami generated
slumps, provide the dominant mechanism for enhanced reef structure
abundance at depths greater than sixty meters.
Large storm and wave events are a rare occurrence in Bonaire, however
when they do occur, they can cause significant damage to the coral reef
system. The effects of these events are often observable for centuries
following the initial incident and can be measured as slump features or
as large sections of broken or missing reef that produce channels for the
transport of sediment and larger pieces of reef structure into deeper
locations.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
Study Area
The Territory of Bonaire (12°12.417 N, 68°18.416 W) is comprised of two
small islands in the southern Caribbean, forming part of the Leeward Antilles, the
main island of Bonaire and an uninhabited islet of Klein Bonaire to the west, with a
total area of 294 square kilometers (Figure 1). The entire coast of Bonaire was
declared a national marine park in 1979 with funding from the World Wildlife Fund.
This marine protected area (MPA) begins at the high water mark and extends to sixty
meters depth, covering a total of twenty-seven square kilometers. Within the park
there are two marine research reserves on the leeward side, in which diving is
completely prohibited (STINAPA, 2009).
On October 10, 2010, the country of the Netherlands Antilles, consisting of the
islands of Bonaire, Curaçao, Saba, St. Eustatius, and St. Maarten, was no longer
considered to be one entity. Curaçao and St. Maarten became separate countries
within the Dutch Kingdom, while Bonaire, St. Eustatius and Saba were classified as
special municipalities of the Netherlands, now known as the Dutch Caribbean. In an
effort to remain consistent with the current political status of the island, this name
change has been adopted and used for all recent research performed on Bonaire.
Several references to the Netherlands Antilles exist throughout this thesis when
referring to previous studies and published works.
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Bonaire, Aruba, and Curaçao are aligned along the crest of the Leeward
Antilles ridge within the Caribbean–South America plate boundary zone. This ridge
has been effected by folding and faulting that produced steep-sided, northwesttrending, elongate islands, with narrow shelves separated by deep water basins.
Figure 2 demonstrates the magnitude of the depths surrounding Bonaire, with the
deepest water to the north, reaching an excess of 4000 m. The basement stratigraphy
of these islands is composed of volcanic and sedimentary rocks which formed
approximately 65 million years ago, during the accretion of the Leeward Antilles to
the northern South American plate. Overlying this are reef-generated calcareous
deposits, which make up the coastline of Bonaire (Hippolyte and Mann, 2009).
A strong easterly trade wind affects the eastern and northeastern coastlines.
Consequently, the south and west coasts are more sheltered. Due to this sheltering,
nearly all known reef structures, as well as diving tourism locations, are located on the
western side of the island and Klein Bonaire (van Duyl, 1985). This suggests that over
half of all reef area surrounding Bonaire has rarely been dived and has never been
properly surveyed.
Water conditions are stable, with constant 34-36 ppt salinity and mean annual
water temperatures ranging from 26°C to 28°C. The reefs of Bonaire extend from the
shoreline seaward to depths in excess of 100 m. Bonaire has a unique bathymetry
profile due to its location on the edge of a plate boundary. This creates a very rapid
drop off from the shore-line and fringing reefs. Outside of the territory, towards
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Venezuela, as well as between Bonaire and Curaçao, depths exceed 3000 m (Meyer
and MacRae, 2006).
It is common for Caribbean coral reefs to show vertical zonation to a depth of
80-100 m (Lesser, Slattery, and Leichter, 2009). Although the shallow environment
near Bonaire has been extensively visited by tourists and scientists, little to no survey
work has been conducted on the deeper reef (75-100 m) or into deeper water (100-300
m).
Mesophotic coral ecosystems, defined by the presense of light-dependent
corals, found between depths of 30-150 m, have been infrequently studied in the past
due to being located in depths greater than most recreational SCUBA divers are
capable of achieving. The upper depth limit of 30 m was chosen because it is at this
point that a shift in species composition, in both fish and zooxanthelle, can be
observed. This depth is also near the limit of traditional SCUBA. The lower depth
limit of 150 m was selected because this was found to be the approximate depth limit
of zooxanthellate corals in tropical reef sysems, such as the waters surrounding Hawaii
and the Caribbean. The lower limit is somewhat location specific, as it is dependent
upon light penetration, thermal variation, and other physical and ecological parameters
(Hinderstein, et al., 2010).
Global reef health is in decline, with estimates that 26% of coral reefs are
considered to be under immediate or long-term threat (Wilkinson, 2004). This decline
is likely due to a series of anthropogenic factors such as tourism, overfishing, and
increasing atmospheric greenhouse gasses, which can lead to ocean acidification and
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coral bleaching.

Certain areas of the ocean, specifically those exposed to cool

upwelling conditions, high-latitude communities, island shores, and moderate to deep
reef ecosystems, are less affected by these factors. It is suggested that these regions
may serve as refugia and play an important role in the recovery of damaged coral reefs
(Bongaerts, et al., 2010).

Figure 1 – Map of Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean
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Figure 2 – Coarse east to west Fledermaus bathymetry profile of Bonaire based on
ETOPO1 global bathymetry, gridded using a cell size of approximately 1800 m.
Curaçao is shown to the left.

Previous Work
Fleur C. van Duyl published The Atlas of the Living Reefs of Curaçao and
Bonaire (Netherlands Antilles) in 1985. Dr. van Duyl‟s atlas provides a snapshot of
reef cover, substrate type, and geomorphology at the time that full protection of
Bonaire‟s waters was enacted. In total, van Duyl compiled forty-one maps displaying
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the reef cover in the area. These maps were generated by the interpretation of low
altitude aerial photography and through extensive SCUBA diving ground truthing.
The maps cover from the shore to 10-20 m depth. Dr. van Duyl‟s study was done to
better understand the human impact on the coral reefs of Curaçao and Bonaire and to
serve as a benchmark for future research.
Dutch marine scientists, notably Bak and colleagues (e.g., Bak, 1977), have
conducted long-term monitoring of Bonaire and Curaçao‟s reefs since the 1970‟s
(Bak, et al., 2005).

This later work, relying on a 30 year time-series set of

observations of permanent quadrants, has shown that while there has been some
degradation of reefs of Bonaire in shallow water, deeper water corals (defined as those
at a depth of 60-100 m) have remained at similar population levels over several
decades.
In 2008, Dr. Robert Morton, along with other scientists from the U.S.
Geological Survey, published a paper focusing on ways of identifying the origins of
tsunami and storm-waves by focusing on the terrestrial locations of gravel-ridge
complexes on Bonaire. Morton‟s team determined that these deposits were not likely
the products of a single or a few tsunamis, but “are primarily storm-constructed
features that have accumulated for a few centuries or millennia as a result of multiple
high-frequency intense-wave events” (Morton, Rickmond, Jaffe, and Gelfenbaum,
2008). In contrast, a study conducted by Anja Scheffers from the University of
Duisburg-Essen, suggested that many of the large coarse ridge deposits on Bonaire
were created by paleo-tsunami events (Scheffers, Scheffers, and Kelletat, 2005).
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In January 2008, an AUV survey of Bonaire was conducted by scientists from
the University of Delaware, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, the National
Oceanography Centre (United Kingdom), University of British Columbia,
Northeastern University, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Hafmynd Ehf,
GeoAcoustics, and the Island Government of Bonaire. This expedition collected
sonar, video, water quality, and still images over a substantial depth range (shore to
250 m).
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Bathymetric Mapping
The first bathymetric map of the ocean was published in Explanations and
Sailing Directions to Accompany the Wind and Current Charts in 1853. This map
covered the Atlantic and Caribbean basins, and was generated using soundings
recorded by the United States Navy Brig Dolphin (NOAA, 2002).

During the

Dolphin‟s voyage from October 10, 1851 through June 28, 1852, only 175 depth
soundings were recorded, often with over 200 kilometers between each sounding, as
the method used required the use of a lead weight suspended from a spool of line (Lee,
1854). Technology has greatly improved allowing maps to be generated with greater
accuracy and detail. High-density satellite altimetry, such as the US Navy‟s Geosat,
with a horizontal resolution of 10-15 km and a vertical resolution of 0.03 m of the
ocean‟s surface, is now used to calculate the bathymetry of the ocean floor. This
satellite orbits the earth 14.3 times per day, which translates to a track speed of
approximately 7 km per second (Sandwell and Smith). This allows for the entirety of
the ocean to be mapped in great detail in a time span of less than one year. High
resolution, vehicle mounted, multi-beam bathymetric sonars, such as those used in
Bonaire, allow for small scale features to be mapped in great detail, often with a data
resolution as small as one square centimeter.
The generation of bathymetric maps and accurate measurement of water depth
is important for monitoring changes in underwater topography, as well as the creation
of nautical charts used for navigational purposes. The bathymetric maps generated by
the Bonaire surveys have a horizontal resolution of one square meter. This level of
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precision allows for bottom features, such as coral reef structures, to be measured in
enough detail that the size of both large and small features can be determined, and
metrics such as rugosity and slope can be calculated.
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Acoustic Seabed Classification
Acoustic backscatter systems are used to differentiate between dissimilar
bottom types, such as rock, sand, or mud. A pulse of sound is emitted from the system
and the strength of the return, or echo, is recorded. The echo intensity is based on a
number of variables, including frequency, grazing angle, and seafloor composition. A
relationship between the intensity of the echo and the characteristics of the seafloor
may be developed. Exposed rock, or other hard-bottom substrate, will produce a highbackscatter value, whereas material such as mud, or other soft-bottom substrate, will
produce a low-backscatter value (Dartnell and Gardner, 2004).

While acoustic

backscatter is only two-dimensional, it can be correlated with bathymetric data to
provide for three-dimensional analysis.

This association of geophysical records

combines both large-scale geology and present-day sedimentary processes that can be
compared to determine interactions between the two. This information is valuable to
both scientists and marine management personnel to draw conclusions about natural
and anthropogenic factors that impact the seabed (Kennya, et al., 2003).
Acoustic ground discrimination systems (AGDS), such as QTC Swathview
(Quester Tangent), are designed to detect and classify the acoustic returns of the
seabed recorded within backscatter data. Swathview processes and analyzes the raw
backscatter data, using principle component analysis and clustering algorithms, to
provide classification and interpretation of substrate types (CEFAS, 2004). Once a
classification scheme has been built, it can be applied over multiple sites to determine
the placement and zonation of a particular class in various locations. Through the use
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of ground-truthing methods, such as grab samples or underwater photography, these
classes can be designated a specific substrate type.
Diaz, et al. claim that there are three primary factors that control why a
particular organism exists in a particular location or habitat.

Environmental

considerations, such as chemical water composition, turbidity, and current, play a
major role in defining a habitat, as does the biological preference of the individual
species. The third habitat influence is the marine substrate. This metric includes the
sea floor topography as well as the textural characteristics of the sediment, which in
the case of coral reefs is produced by the organism itself (Diaz, et al., 2004). Analysis
of the backscatter and classification maps can be used to estimate the range and zones
that would be considered a suitable habitat for a specific species.
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Chapter 3
METHODS
Data Collection
The 2.5 meter-long Hafmynd Gavia AUV has a depth rating of 200 meters and
utilizes a modular design, allowing for the exchange of modules for different tasks.
This feature also provides for easy transport of the vehicle. The Gavia configuration
used in Bonaire, in addition to the standard object avoidance sonar, battery,
propulsion, and control modules, contained a payload of INS/DVL Navigation,
900/1800 kHz side-scan sonar, a 2 mega-pixel black and white camera, and a 500 kHz
Kongsberg Maritime Geoswath Inteferometric bathymetric sonar (Figure 3). The
AUV has an operating duration of up to six hours at a speed of 3.5 knots (1.75 m/s) on
a single charge, which equates to over thirty kilometers of trackline per mission. The
INS/DVL navigation system has a drift rate of less than four meters per hour; however
this can be reset when the vehicle obtains a GPS fix at the surface or can be accounted
for during post-processing procedures.
The Bonaire expedition collected bathymetry, backscatter, and still images
over a substantial depth range (shore to 250 m). While the AUV used did contain a
high-resolution side-scan sonar system, it was not functional for any of the missions,
and the focus was primarily on the collection of bathymetry and backscatter. Missions
were run at five locations along the western coast of the main island and two on the
islet of Klein Bonaire. Surveys were run for over 200 hours and covered 1.72 km2 of
survey data (Table 1). The vehicle typically operated at an altitude of 15 m above the
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seafloor in a terrain following mode with survey lines running parallel to known
bathymetric contours. Swath widths totalling 70 m were used, with a survey pattern of
alternating 30 m and 60 m line spacing. Figure 4 is an example of a MATLAB
mission plot from the Southwest Corner survey on Klein Bonaire.
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Figure 3 – Modular assembly of Gavia AUV used for Bonaire surveys.

Table 1– Bonaire AUV Survey locations showing line length, area coverage, vessel
speed, and maximum vessel depth.
Date

Site Name

2008-01-12
2008-01-13
2008-01-14
2008-01-14
2008-01-16
2008-01-17
2008-01-18
2008-01-19

Bari Reef (Zone 2)
Pink Beach (Zone 3)
Small Wall (Zone 2)
Small Wall 2 (Zone 2)
Just a Nice Dive (Zone 4)
Nukove (Zone 1)
Marine Reserve (Zone 1)
Southwest Corner (Zone 4)

Total
Line
Length
750 m
750 m
280 m
1300 m
550 m
350 m
700 m
1450 m
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Area
Coverage

Average
Speed

Maximum
Depth

165,850 m2
86,125 m2
278,215 m2
97,348 m2
222,955 m2
162,427 m2
286,288 m2
431,721 m2

1.5 m/s
1.3 m/s
1.3 m/s
1.4 m/s
1.6 m/s
1.4 m/s
1.3 m/s
1.4 m/s

115 m
31 m
171 m
181 m
220 m
220 m
195 m
196 m

Figure 4 – Gavia mission plot from the Southwest Corner site depicting AUV
behavior over the course of the mission.
In the fall of 2010, I conducted a second follow-up expedition to Bonaire to
revisit each survey location and obtain additional photographic and video data. Tools
used for this included an Olympus underwater camera with an Ikelite Autoflash AF35
strobe attachment, a SeaDrop Rugged Underwater Video Camera with a 90 meter
cable, and an infrared light. All still photos were taken from shallow depths, up to
depths of 33.5 m, using enriched air SCUBA diving. Points of water entry were
recorded, using a Garmin GPS unit, and the direction of underwater travel was noted.
However, it was impossible to determine the exact location of each picture. For this
reason, all still photographs focus on the general composition of the reef, as opposed
to specific structures. The drop camera, connected to a Macintosh laptop for recording
purposes, was used by slowly lowering it into the water over the side of a boat. Use of
the camera was attempted at four different locations, but due to a malfunction with the
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equipment, no video was recorded (Figure 5). This was determined to likely be
caused by the lack of contrast and a spinning motion of the camera created by water
currents.

Figure 5– Recorded malfunction of SeaDrop Rugged Underwater Video Camera.
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Data Processing

Figure 6– Workflow diagram representing the steps required to process AUV
collected raw data into displayable results.
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As with any data collection method, data processing plays an important role,
which is equally as significant as the data collection itself. Noise in the unprocessed
data, including weather conditions like tides and waves, environmental factors such as
turbidity and salinity gradients, and acoustic interference, leads to a reduction in data
quality, but can be reduced by using filters to remove bad data points or by averaging
points together to create a smoothing effect.
Following completion of a mission, all mission log files and raw data were
downloaded from the AUV to a Windows-based computer.

This data was then

processed using a series of filtering and analysis software to produce meaningful
results that can be visualized and distributed. With nearly all collected data being
spatially referenced, the final products are typically exported into Google Earth.
The raw inteferometric data is stored in the .rdf file format that is read by GS+,
a product of GeoAcoustics. This proprietary software is used for initial processing of
swath bathymetry and backscatter data generated by the GeoSwath bathymetric sonar
module for the AUV. Post-processing filters are applied within the software to
provide a higher-level of data quality by removing outliers caused by noise within the
water column and by limiting the extremities of the ping distributions using bounding
boxes to achieve an accurate representation of the seafloor. The filters typically
applied account for amplitude, range limits, and across-track point density. The data
is “played” through the software at approximately three times the speed of collection,
marking each ping as either good (green) or poor (red) (Figure 7A). This playback
must be monitored closely, however, it can be paused and resumed at any time in
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order to adjust the filters for changes in the data. Upon completion of filtering of each
raw sonar file within a particular mission, swath (bathymetry) and swamp
(backscatter) files are generated. These filtered files can be exported in various
formats, such as the more common .xyz and .xtf, for import into visualization software
or for other processing algorithms to be applied.

A: Depth – Across-track depth profile and filter settings with green points labeled as
good, defining the seafloor and red points representing bad data or noise that is not to
be included.
B: Sidescan Analogue – Amplitude of an individual ping. The red line signifies the “first
return”
C: Waterfall – Vertical scrolling history of depth returns.
D: Sidescan – Vertical scrolling history of backscatter pings.

Figure 7 –GeoSwath ping filtering windows in GS+ to remove noise.
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Bathymetry
Once the multibeam bathymetry data has been filtered and exported, these files
(.xyz) can be imported into Fledermaus. This software package, produced by IVS 3D,
is an interactive, geo-spatial processing and analysis tool that is used to visualize a
landscape in three dimensions. Fledermaus performs complex calculations, such as
slope and rugosity, and draping of individual surface layers on top of one another.
Imported bathymetry data is gridded based on the altitude value (z). The gridding
process converts individual data points, within a user specified area, into a regular
"grid" of calculated, hypothetical values, using a weighted moving average. The
Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem states that in order to fully reconstruct a signal, a
sampling rate of at least two times the highest waveform frequency must be used
(Weisstein, Nyquist Frequency). The across-track point density is high; however the
along-track density is only about four pings per 1 m cell, or every 25 cm (Figure 8).
Knowing this, the minimum cell size that would still fall within the Nyquist
parameters would be 0.5 m. To compensate for cells that have an along-track density
of less than one ping per 25 cm, a grid size of 1 m was chosen. All AUV data from
Bonaire was gridded with a cell size of 1.0 meter per cell. After the data has been
gridded, a typical color map is applied, displaying the depth range. Fledermaus can
also be used to render movies and export surfaces to Google Earth.
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Figure 8 – Fledermaus grid showing the data point density with a 1.0 meter cell size.
Each cell has an approximate point density of n = 75.
Direction of AUV movement indicated with vessel figure.
Slope
Slope is measured as the steepness of a surface compared to the surrounding
area on a fitted plane. This is done by taking the difference between a given cell's
elevation and those of its adjacent neighbors. Higher values correspond to steeper
terrain and lower values correspond to flatter terrain. Fledermaus performs this
calculation programmatically and expresses slope values in degrees. The algorithm
used to calculate surface slope is explained in Principles of Geographical Information
Systems by Peter A. Burrough (1998). A three-dimensional plane is fitted to the nine
values in a square neighborhood centered at a single cell (E) (Figure 9). The slope
angle of this plane is calculated using the method shown in Equation 1.
Using a smoothed color map corresponding to the hues in the visible spectrum,
areas with high slope values (degrees) are colored red, and areas of low slope values
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are colored violet. An example of the difference between these two extremes can be
seen in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 is from the Pink Beach Survey and Figure 11 is
from the Nukove survey. Both profiles cover a similar horizontal distance of 15
meters; however the area of low slope has a change in depth of less than a meter,
whereas the high slope profile covers a change in depth of nearly 20 meters.

Figure 9–Example of a square cell neighborhood.

2

+

2

)

(Eq. 1)

Rate of change in the x direction:

(Eq. 1a)

Rate of change in the y direction:

(Eq. 1b)

(Eq. 1c)
Equation 1 – Equation to calculate slope angle in degrees of cell E.
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Depth (m)

Distance (m)

Figure 10 – Profile of an area with a low slope angle from the Pink Beach Survey
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Depth (m)

Distance (m)

Figure 11 – Profile of an area with a high slope angle from the Nukove Survey
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
Rugosity
Rugosity, or roughness, is a measure of variations in the height of a surface
relative to a flat plane. To perform these calculations, Fledermaus uses a method
outlined in a paper by Jeff Jenness (2004). Each cell is assigned a rugosity value
based on the ratio of the surface area to the planer area. The surface area is calculated
by breaking a single cell into eight equal triangles based on the distance from the
center point of each cell to the center points its adjacent cells (Figure 12). The area of
a single triangle, given the lengths of its three sides, can be found by using Heron‟s
Formula (Equation 2). The sum of the areas of all eight triangles is the surface area
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of the cell. This value is then compared to the planer area of the cell and this ratio is
the rugosity value.
Using a smoothed color map corresponding to the hues in the visible spectrum,
areas with a high rugosity value (ratio) are colored red, and areas of low rugosity are
colored violet. An example of the difference between these two extremes can be seen
in Figure 13 and Figure 14. Both of these images are from the Southwest Corner
survey site and cover a similar horizontal range (10 m). Points were gridded at 0.50 m
per cell to show greater detail in the bathymetry.

Figure 12 – 2D and 3D views showing the breakdown of a cell into eight equal
triangles in order to calculate the surface area of a cell (Jenness, 2004).
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(Eq. 2a)
Equation 2 – Heron's formula for finding the area of a triangle,
given the lengths of three sides (Weisstein, n.d.).
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Depth (m)

Distance (m)

Figure 13 – Fledermaus profile of an area of low rugosity from the southern part of
the Southwest Corner Survey
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Depth (m)

Distance (m)

Figure 14– Fledermaus profile of an area of high rugosity from the northern part of
the Southwest Corner Survey.
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Backscatter
SonarWiz, a product of Chesapeake Technology Inc., is used for postprocessing of two dimensional, georeferenced sonar files.

The GS+ filtered

backscatter files (.xtf) are imported into SonarWiz, where they can be manipulated and
viewed. A single trackline often consists of a series of sequential files that can be
aggregated into one more manageable file, which has a longer length.

Bottom

tracking must be performed on each file to compensate for the nadir, or area directly
below the vehicle. SonarWiz provides an Auto Tracking feature; however the bottom
can also be selected manually using a mouse.

The auto tracking accepts three

variables: blanking (the distance from the nadir in meters), threshold (the percentage
of brightness necessary to recognize the first return), and duration (the number of
times the threshold must be met to be accepted). While these numbers are often
different for each file, a blanking, duration, and threshold of 2, 4, and 20, respectively,
generally provides an adequate locating of the bottom.

After auto tracking is

performed, more precise manual adjustments can be made.

Following bottom

tracking, the images can be adjusted through the use of gain and angle correction
settings to bring features into better focus. The order of the tracklines within the entire
mosaic can be adjusted to account for any overlap in the files. Once the mosaic is
satisfactory to the user, it can be exported in GeoTIFF format (.tif), which then can be
imported into Fledermaus or Google Earth.
SonarWiz also has the ability for the user to manually select contacts, or
targets of interest, in the mosaic. An option exists to scan the entire mosaic for targets
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similar to the one chosen; however due to the great variability of bottom types in the
Bonaire data, this feature was not particularly useful. Contacts can be displayed on
the mosaic and will appear in all exported files. A report can also be automatically
generated in html format, containing information about each target. The information
displayed in the report includes the name, location, distance from nadir, and an image
of the target. By associating the sonar mosaic with the three dimensional bathymetry
data in Fledermaus, a depth reading can also be acquired.
Backscatter mosaics can also be generated using an independent program,
developed by Yuri Rzhanov from the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping at the
University of New Hampshire, called Geocoder. This software is capable of reading
the non-filtered Geoswath raw data files and incorporating a photo-mosaicking and
smoothing algorithm to create a clearer picture than what is available through
SonarWiz. While Geocoder also allows for the exportation of a mosaic as a GeoTIFF,
it lacks the filtering and target management options available within SonarWiz.
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Classification

Figure 15 – QTC Workflow diagram representing the steps required
to process backscatter files into a classified grid.

One way of determining if the type of seafloor, or bottom type, in one location
is similar to that in a different location, is through the use of a seabed classification
system such as Quester Tangent‟s Swathview.
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Swathview provides a discrete

sediment classification system for multibeam data, using statistical properties found
within backscatter images. Seabed characteristics for a defined class are reasonably
constant and distinct from the characteristics of other classes.

This reduces the

amount of ground truthing data that must be collected in order to verify that a specific
classification coincides with a specific sediment type. Therefore, a small number of
ground truthing samples from each class are adequate to define the entire class
(Quester Tangent, 2010).
While much of the classification process is automated, and the primary
calculations are performed by the software, the user plays a vital role in the procedure.
Decisions must be made by the user as to what filters and settings must be configured
throughout the entire process. A significant amount of trial and error is necessary to
determine what configuration will produce the best results for a particular data set.
Filtered backscatter data (.xtf) is first imported into Swathview, and is cleaned
to select the best data for classification.

The cleaning process involves bottom

tracking, despeckling, and range filtering. After several attempts at using different
settings to alleviate along-track noise, it was found that filtering a 0.50 m offset from
nadir, to account for the water column, and a relative range filter of 75% allowed for
much of the noise to be removed without a loss in data due to the substantial overlap
in the Bonaire datasets (Figure 16). The despeckle level was set to “none” as any
value above this created a washed-out appearance to the data (Figure 17).
After cleaning is completed, rectangles are generated and placed on the image
in areas of high data quality. It is at this point that image compensation is performed
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to remove angular and range dependencies. The area within each rectangle is used for
the generation of features.

The size of the rectangle is based on the width,

corresponding to the number of samples, and the height, to the number of pings. The
number of pixels within a rectangle is dependent upon the altitude and speed of the
vehicle, with low altitudes and high speeds giving the fewest number of pixels. It is
recommended to generate rectangles that are as close to square as possible to remove
the potential for a directional bias (Quester Tangent, 2010). It was found that a width
of 65 samples and a height of 33 pings produced a nearly square rectangle (3.2 m x 3.6
m), and best corresponded to the speed of the vehicle for the Bonaire backscatter
images (Figure 18).
The last image processing step generates 29 non-dimensional image statistics,
called features, based on the backscatter data contained within each rectangle. While
Quester Tangent never explicitly specifies what these features are, they do claim that
they are based on several different elements. These include basic statistics, such as
mean and standard deviation, gray-level co-occurrence matrices, which describe
amplitude changes over a selected distance and direction, circular power spectra,
which isolates individual frequencies following a spiral path of pixels out from the
central point of each rectangle, and a fractal dimension, which calculates the
distribution and structure of variations in the backscatter by determining how
completely they fill the rectangle. These features are then used for the generation of
the seafloor classifications (Quester Tangent, 2010).
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Cleaning, generation of rectangles, and generation of features can all be
performed on individual files or the settings can be saved for batch processing of an
entire dataset. After each file has been processed, they are merged into a single file
containing the features generated within all files.
A catalogue file (.dat) is created using the features contained within the merged
data set. At this point, principle component analysis is applied to all features in order
to reduce them to the first three principal components (Q1, Q2, and Q3).

These

variables are determined by analyzing each feature vector and calculating which three
features have the highest amount of variance. Generally, greater than 90% of the total
variance in the entire data set is captured within these three variables (Preston, 2003).
By plotting the Q1, Q2, and Q3 vectors in three dimensions, acoustically similar
seabeds arrange themselves into clusters.

These clusters are then identified and

labeled using the Automatic Cluster Engine (ACE). The ACE function allows a user
to specify a desired range of classes and the number of iterations to be run on each
class (Figure 19). The number of classes with the lowest QTC score is normally the
best choice. A three-dimensional plot of the clusters can be viewed, displaying the
variability of each cluster (Figure 20). A georeferenced plot of the class locations can
be viewed for each number of classes. This plot can be exported as a GeoTIFF and
compared to a backscatter mosaic to determine which number of classes should be
chosen. Based on the most complex dataset (Southwest Corner), it was determined
that five distinct classes was best suited for all Bonaire sites, as this properly identified
the different bottom types shown in the backscatter. The chosen class number, and its
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corresponding clusters, is saved as a catalogue file which can be used for classifying
additional datasets. Classified datasets are exported as QTC seabed files (.seabed)
(Quester Tangent, 2010).

Figure 16 – Application of Swathview backscatter cleaning filters.
Right: Unfiltered, Left: Bottom Tracking, Range Filtering.
Direction of AUV indicated with vessel figure.

Figure 17 – Results of Swathview despeckle filter. Image is washed out, creating a
loss in contrast.
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Figure 18 – Swathview generation of rectangles for feature classification

Figure 19 – QTC Automatic Cluster Engine (ACE) displaying the
recommended number of classes to be used for a particular dataset.
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Figure 20 – QTC Q-Space showing five unique classes based on principle component
analysis and clustering of points in relation to the variables Q1, Q2, and Q3.
QTC CLAMS (Classification Mapping Suite) allows for the mapping and
visualization of Swathview generated seabed classification files.

A seabed file

(.seabed) is first loaded into Clams, where the units must be specified within the data
tab. All Bonaire data is referenced in UTM Zone 19, thus the data source units are set
to meters. The grid tab displays the minimum and maximum X and Y boundary
values for the dataset. The grid parameters must also be specified here. Meters are
used for the spacing units. The node spacing here should be made square, due to the
generation of the square rectangles within Swathview. A lower number produces a
higher resolution grid, values of X = 1 and Y = 1 were chosen. The colors tab defines
the class color palette for the map. By referencing the catalog generated within
Swathview, all exported maps will have the same colors associated with each class.
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Finally, the interpolation tab allows the user to define the properties used for
interpolation of points during the creation of the map. A search radius of 8 meters,
with a search size of 2 meters, was used for all Bonaire class maps. Gridding and
interpolation of continuous variable data, such as bathymetry, is simple, as the mean
of all points contained within a given cell can be assigned to that cell. This is not true
for categorical data, such as the classifications generated by Swathview. In this case,
the mode must be calculated to determine the value that will be assigned to that cell
during the gridding process. Data from CLAMS can be exported as a GeoTIFF, xyz
data, or as a Surfer grid. All of these can be loaded into Fledermaus for spatial
analysis or exportation to Google Earth (Quester Tangent, 2010).
For purposes of comparison, the Automatic Cluster Engine was run on a
separate data set (Marine Reserve) to ensure that the original classification file, that
was built from the Klein Bonaire Southwest Corner data set, which was used for the
classifications of all sites, provided an accurate classification of the seafloor across
multiple locations. Identical cleaning, rectangle, and interpolation values were used
for both runs. Figure 21 shows the classification of the marine reserve backscatter
data based on the original classification file. Figure 22 represents the application of
the comparison classification file that was generated from the Marine Reserve data set.
While small discrepancies can be noticed between the two images, all zones defined as
the same class appear to be found in the same location in both figures. One of the
noticeable issues seen with the classification scheme used, noticeable in both of these
maps, is the mislabeling of noise in the near nadir range of the along-track data.
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However in other sites, as well as these, this class also identifies a legitimate bottom
type, so it cannot simply be removed or discredited. An attempt to alleviate this was
made by using a filter that would offset the included data by a given interval from
nadir on both port and starboard sides; however increasing this value beyond 0.50
meters often removed real data.

Figure 21– Classification of marine reserve backscatter data from Marine Reserve
survey site based on the original classification file. Figure displays 5 unique classes.
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Figure 22– Classification of marine reserve backscatter data from Marine Reserve
survey site based on the comparison classification file. Figure displays 5 unique
classes.
Swathview generates confidence data for each of the classified points,
providing the probability that a record belongs to the class to which it has been
assigned. Two histograms were generated using this data, one from the Southwest
Corner survey and one including all survey locations, to determine the accuracy of the
data across all sites (Figure 23). The Southwest Corner was chosen, as it was the
backscatter that the original classifications were computed from.

The histogram

shows that nearly 90% of all points have a confidence value greater than 70, while the
plot including all surveys shows that over 80% of the points have a value greater than
70. These plots show that the classification data can be trusted, as the majority of the
points have a high level of confidence.
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Figure 23 – Histograms showing confidence percentages for classification
data points for the Southwest Corner site and all survey locations.

Ground Truthing
The depth of the data points at many of the Bonaire site locations exceeds 200
meters. This is well beyond the depth of divers or camera equipment that was used in
ground truthing efforts for this study. The AUV‟s downward facing camera records
one frame per second and logged nearly 73,000 images during the Bonaire surveys.
Using the Gavia Control Center software, these camera images can be georeferenced
and exported to Google Earth, using the metadata contained within each image. No
significant Control Center documentation exists and the georeferencing of AUV
camera imagery is not considered to be a supported feature, so the details to how this
process is done is not clear. In order to avoid large file sizes, the photo interval was
set to 10, which creates the .kmz file using every tenth image (Figure 24). Once
loaded into Google Earth, along with the backscatter, bathymetry, and/or classification
data, the georeferenced image files can be layered on top of other files in order to view
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a picture of the seafloor at that location. The AUV camera image quality degrades
with increases in depth, and subsequently decreased amounts of natural light, with
most photographs having no visible contrast in depths greater than 100 m. The
vessel‟s camera appears to have been functional and activated at every site, with the
exception of the Southwest Corner survey, as no images exist within the raw data
directories.

Figure 24–Backscatter image from the Nukove survey site displaying the photo
spacing in Google Earth. Note: Interval set to every tenth photo.
Approximate Image Footprint = 18 m x 18 m

Without access to grab samples, or georeferenced SCUBA diver photography,
the only ground truthing data available to determine what sediment type is associated
with a particular Swathview seafloor classification is the AUV camera imagery. This
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can be done by first loading a class map into Google Earth and then loading the
camera bottom overlay images. By associating the images with the classification color
that it is located within, this information can be used as a form of ground truthing the
classes to determine the differences between each one.
Table 2 shows classes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, with several images that fall within
each particular class. No image data is available for Class 3 as it accounts for only 5%
of total class coverage, with 79% of these points existing at depths greater than 100 m
(Figures 25 and 73). Due to the limitations of the camera system, no clear imagery
exists for this classification, so an accurate description of sediment type was unable to
be determined for Class 3. Imagery available for other classes often proved to be few
and often low quality. Based on the available data, Class 1 is associated with clearly
defined hard coral structures, including both head and foliaceous corals such as
Agaricia agaricites. Class 2 is associated with soft coral and macro algae, such as
Pseudopterogorgia acerosa. As stated previously, no image data exists for Class 3;
however an assumption, based on proximity to other classes and backscatter mosaics,
suggests that it is similar to the sandy bottom seen in Class 4. Class 4 shows a sandy
bottom with few distinct characteristics. Class 5 is associated with coral rubble and
sparse macro algae. These conclusions about bottom type were made by comparison
of the AUV imagery data to photos taken by Dr. Fleur van Duyl (1985).
Table 3 shows each of the five classes comparing the classification map to the
backscatter data at the same location. The backscatter data was generated from a
SonarWize waterfall view, as this profides a higher resolution image than that seen in
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the mosaic. While the classification data is based on the backscatter imagery, it can be
difficult to determine exactly what bottom types are being identified as each class. By
comparing them side by side it becomes more apparent why each bottom type was
assigned a different classification.
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Class 1 (hard coral)

Table 2 – Ground truthing of classification data using AUV camera imagery to
determine sediment type.

Depth: 45 m, Altitude: 15 m

Class 1 (hard coral)

Depth: 30 m, Altitude: 9 m

Class 2 (soft coral and
macro algae)

Depth: 35 m, Altitude: 10 m

Depth: 80 m, Altitude: 15 m

Depth: 80 m, Altitude: 11 m
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Class 2 (soft coral and
macro algae)

Table 2 cont.

Depth: 100 m, Altitude: 7 m

Depth: 200 m, Altitude: 15 m

Depth: 220 m, Altitude: 14 m

Depth: 70 m, Altitude: 11 m

Depth: 50 m, Altitude: 11 m

Class 4 (sandy bottom)

Class 3 (unknown)

Depth: 95 m, Altitude: 15 m
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Depth: 70 m, Altitude: 11 m

Depth: 80 m, Altitude: 11 m

Depth: 120 m, Altitude: 13 m

Depth: 100 m, Altitude: 16 m

Class 5 (coral rubble)

Class 5 (coral rubble)

wClass 4 (sandy bottom)

Table 2 cont.

Depth: 100 m, Altitude: 17 m
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Class 5
(coral rubble)

Class 4
(sandy bottom)

Class 3
(unknown)

Class 2
(soft coral and
macro algae)

Class 1
(hard coral)

Table 3 – Comparison of each classification to the SonarWiz Geoswath Backscatter at
the same location
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Chapter 4
RESULTS

Figure 25 – Map of Bonaire showing the breakdown of survey locations into four
zones.
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Hard Coral
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Macro Algae

Unknown

Sandy Bottom

Coral Rubble

Figure 26 – Bathymetry (Mesophotic zone indicated in green) and Class Histograms
showing the distribution of data points from all Bonaire locations.
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Figure 27 –Rugosity and Slope Histograms showing the distribution of data points from
all Bonaire locations.
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Nukove (Zone 1)

Figure 28 - Nukove bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 29 - Nukove rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 30 - Nukove slope map and histogram.
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Figure 31 - Nukove backscatter map.
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Figure 32 - Nukove classification map and histogram.
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Nukove (Zone 1) is the northern most survey site on Bonaire. It is also the
deepest, with the highest data value of 265.8 meters. 71% of all points are below a
depth of 100 m. The double reef system that is found at nearly every location on the
leeward side of Bonaire can easily be seen in this data set, with the shallow reef face
extending from a depth of 10 m to 30 m, and the deeper reef located between 75 m and
105 m. Several small mounds, with a bathymetric relief of 5 m or less, are visible in
the deeper waters. Evidence of small sand channels exist at the SW edge of the
bathymetric map, at a depth of 240 m (Figure 31). The double reef structure makes
itself clearly visible in the rugosity map, with the rough areas indicated in red.
Nukove also contains one of the steepest slopes of all surveys, with 31% of the total
area having a slope angle of 30° or greater, with the reef faces having a slope angle of
approximately 40°.
A significant percentage (26%) of the total area falls within Class 5, which
based on the AUV camera imagery, suggests the presence of coral rubble. Based upon
my personal dive experience and dive log, the Nukove dive site contains a high
abundance of broken coral rubble in the shallow waters before reaching the first reef
system. This suggests that the class mappings of Class 5, at least in the shallow
waters, are accurate. The locations of classes 1 and 2 also appear to coincide with the
location of the two reefs. Several acoustic artifacts are mislabeled as Class 2 in deeper
water near the nadir of the vehicle. Due to the fact that the class map and backscatter
mosaic are based upon the same files, there is little significance in the backscatter that
is not also shown in the class map, but it is worth noting that the two maps do, for the
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most part, correspond with each other when overlaid. This location also contains the
highest percent cover of Class 3, compared to other sites; however without any ground

Depth (m)

truthing data for Class 3, it is impossible to determine what this refers to.

Distance (m)

Figure 33 – Fledermaus bathymetry profile of small sand channels located at a depth
of 240 m
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Marine Reserve (Zone 1)

Figure 34 – Marine Reserve bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 35 – Marine Reserve rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 36 – Marine Reserve slope map and histogram.
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Figure 37 – Marine Reserve backscatter map.
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Figure 38 – Marine Reserve classification map and histogram.
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Similar to Nukove, the Marine Reserve (Zone 1) survey also has a great depth
range, compared to the other surveys, with depths reaching 225.4 m, with 74% of all
points below a depth of 100 m. Even after processing the AUV raw data multiple
times, there is still quite a bit of noise in certain parts of this data set. These acoustic
artifacts can be observed as along-track stripes at depths between 135 m and 200 m, as
well as an across-track patch in the center of the survey, spanning several lines that
have a length of approximately 55 m. The cause of this is unknown, but is assumed to
be noise, as it does not appear in the backscatter mosaic. These fragments are also
apparent in both the rugosity maps, as they are based on calculations made from the
original bathymetry data. Several small mounds located in deep water, similar to what
was found at Nukove, are also seen at the Marine Park.
The double reef structure visible is also present at the Marine Reserve;
however it is less distinguishable in the bathymetry map, as the first reef begins at the
Northern edge of the survey. The shallow reef begins at a depth of 10 m and extends
up to 40 m. The second, deeper, reef face begins at a depth of 75 m and extends to
115 m. The rugosity histogram for this location shows a significant amount of area
with high values. While this is one of the sites with the most pronounced reef
coverage, many of these values are artificially high due to the noise found in the data.
This can be seen in the mislabeling of the previously mentioned stripes as high
rugosity values. These mislabeled areas are also noticeable within the slope map;
however they appear to have less of an impact on the slope values. The Marine
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Reserve contains the steepest slope of all surveys, with 41% of the total area having a
slope of greater than 30°, with the steepest points again being the reef faces.
The classification map of the Marine Reserve shows features similar to those
found at Nukove, with Class 5 being the dominate classification in the shallow waters.
Due to the close proximity of the two sites, this is not surprising. It is possible,
however, that the Marine Reserve is more protected from storm events, due to its
location on a southward facing shoreline. 5% of the area is classified as Class 1 (hard
coral). Based on the coral structures that can be seen in the backscatter mosaic, as
well as the rugosity and slope maps indicating the location of the reef faces, it is likely
that some of the areas labeled as Class 2 are likely to also include hard coral
structures. A substantial amount of area, with a width of over 300 m, in the SW
portion of the classification map, is labeled as Class 5. This appears to be a valid
classification when compared to the backscatter mosaic, as it also shows seafloor with
significant texture in this location. A profile of this area reveals a large mound, with a
height of approximately 10 m and an extremely rugose surface, which does not appear
in the large scale rugosity map, due to its large width (Figure 37). Based on the
classification and backscatter maps, small piles of coral rubble are seen at other survey
sites; however this is the only location that contains anything of this magnitude.
Several sand channels, with a relief less than 1 m, can also be seen on the SE side of
the full backscatter mosaic.
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Figure 39 – Profile of bathymetry data overlaid with a backscatter mosaic showing a
large mound, approximately 10 m in height, with a rough surface, with a width of
nearly 300 m.
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Small Wall (Zone 2)

Figure 40 – Small Wall bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 41 – Small Wall rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 42 – Small Wall slope map and histogram.
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Figure 43 – Small Wall backscatter map.
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Figure 44 – Small Wall classification map and histogram.
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Small Wall (Zone 2) is located near the center of Bonaire, between the main
island and Klein Bonaire. It is also only three kilometers north of the capital city of
Kralendijk, in a populated area within close proximity of several resorts. The
bathymetry map shows few significant features, other than the shallow water reef
running along the NE edge of the map. Depths for this survey extend to 193.5 m. The
deep reef seen in the two sites located within Zone 1, from 75 m to 100 m, is not
present here. The rugosity map does show an area with a rugosity ratio of 1.20 in this
depth range that contours the coastline; however this is much lower than the values
associated with the deep reef in Zone 1. This deeper feature is even less apparent on
the slope map, as it is only a few degrees different than the area surrounding it. The
shallow reef at this site has a higher slope than is seen at other locations around the
island, with values reaching 50° in some places. This is how this site, as well as the
neighboring dive site of Cliff, got its name.
The majority of the area covered by the Small Wall survey has a bottom type
consisting of a sandy bottom (Class 4), with very few features. This classification
accounts for 55% of the total area surveyed. The shallow reef is defined by both coral
rubble and hard coral structures. The mislabeling of near nadir noise can be seen here
as well. A large area, beginning at a depth of 170 m, encompassing nearly 7.5 acres of
the eastern corner of the survey map, is labeled as Class 2 (soft corals and macro
algae). The backscatter mosaic shows a clear change in sediment type from this area
to the area surrounding it; however it is highly unlikely that these are the same species
of soft corals and macro algae found in shallow water are also seen at a depth of 180
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m. There also appears to be no significant change in seafloor relief between the two
sediment types, other than the expected slope (Figure 43).

Figure 45 – East to west profile showing no unexpected change in seafloor relief for a
deep water transition between two sediment types.
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Small Wall 2 (Zone 2)

Figure 46 – Small Wall 2 bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 47 – Small Wall 2 rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 48 – Small Wall 2 slope map and histogram.
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Figure 49 – Small Wall 2 backscatter map.
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Figure 50 – Small Wall 2 classification map and histogram.
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Small Wall 2 (Zone 2), named due to it sharing the starting point with the other
Small Wall survey, is a single survey line, with a length of 1300 meters, between the
main island and Klein Bonaire. This is approximately 800 m north of the point at
which the two islands are closest together, which is measured to be 730 m.

As

expected, the maximum depth of this survey is found at the central point, which has a
depth of 181 m. The shallow water reef is discernible on the main island, as well as
on Klein Bonaire, with a depth range of 10 to 30 meters. The deep reef seen at other
sites on both Bonaire and Klein Bonaire is not seen on either side of the survey. One
large reef-like structure near Klein Bonaire is found at a depth of 130 m (Figure 49).
Based on the available data, this feature is approximately 30 m high, 100 m long, and
at least 50 m across. This feature likely extends farther to the south, but due to the fact
that only one line of survey work was run, this is unknown.
Due to the methods used by Geocoder to generate backscatter mosaics, using
smoothing of overlapping lines, the backscatter map provides few details about the
bottom type. The classification map on the other hand, uses the processed backscatter
files from GS+, so these classifications can be trusted. The majority of this survey is
classified as Class 4.

The shallow reefs are both seen in this map, baring

classifications of 1, 2, and 3. The deep water feature, visible in the bathymetry map, is
classified similarly as the shallow reefs and bares comparable rugosity and slope
values.
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Figure 51 –Fledermaus rugosity map and profile of the deep water (130 m)
reef-like structure seen NE of Klein Bonaire
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Bari Reef (Zone 2)

Figure 52 – Bari Reef bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 53 – Bari Reef rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 54 – Bari Reef slope map and histogram.
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Figure 55 – Bari Reef backscatter map.
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Figure 56 – Bari Reef classification map and histogram.
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The Bari Reef (Zone 2) survey site is located just 0.67 km south of the Small
Wall site; therefore it is also situated in an area with a higher onshore population
density than many of the other sites. This site is broken into two parts, the main area
to the south, and a few smaller tracklines to the north, 360 m in length, covering an
area that is also covered by the Small Wall data set. Even though the path taken by the
AUV extends farther from shore than the Small Wall site, the depth range is
considerably less, due to the location being farther south and closer to Klein Bonaire,
with a maximum depth of 131.2 m. A large percentage of the coverage lies in the 5075 m range, but the slope and depth quickly increase toward the NW edge of the
bottom portion of the survey. The shallow fringing reef is present at the NE edge of
both sections of the Bari Reef location, spanning a depth of 10 m to 35 m. The
rugosity profile reveals a distinct S-shaped pattern found at 70 m, with a ratio of less
than 1.08. This area has no significant bathymetric relief, but is confirmed to be true
because the same pattern is visible in the backscatter mosaic. While it is possible that
this is part of a paleoshoreline, it is found at a depth shallower than the area that the
deep reef is found in the rest of the surveys.
As expected, the classification map shows a similar classification of the north
section of the Bari Reef to the same areas classified in Small Wall. A mixture of coral
rubble, soft coral and macro algae are seen in the shallow waters around the reef in the
southern section, with primarily sandy bottom and soft corals and macro algae in the
deeper water. A transition to a predominantly marine plant classification, similar to
what was found at 170 m at Small Wall, is also seen here, beginning at a depth of 115
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m. A small area, in the deepest part of the survey, in the NW corner of the data set, is
classified as coral rubble. This pattern is similar to the structure seen at 170 m in the
Marine Reserve; however the size is significantly smaller. If the Bari Reef survey had
continued to the NW into deeper water, more of this structure may have been revealed.
A large percentage of the two survey lines that run toward Klein Bonaire are classified
as Class 1. The backscatter mosaic shows patches of dark, missing data for these
lines, so it is not believed that this is an accurate classification.
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Pink Beach (Zone 3)

Figure 57 – Pink Beach bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 58 – Pink Beach rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 59 – Pink Beach slope map and histogram.
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Figure 60 – Pink Beach backscatter map.
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Figure 61 – Pink Beach classification map and histogram.
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Pink Beach (Zone 3) is the smallest and shallowest of all of the Bonaire
surveys, with a maximum depth of only 59.1 m and 65% of all data points falling
within the 0-25 m range. Pink Beach is located at the southern end of the island on the
leeward side, adjacent to the onshore salt ponds. Considering that there are no other
survey sites near this location, it is the only survey in Zone 3. A degree of along-track
“striping” is evident in the shallow segments of the bathymetric map. This is likely
caused by the substantial current and wave action, which is sometimes present here.
The shallow reef at Pink Beach begins nearly 160 m from shore, which is farther than
what is seen at most other locations on the leeward side of Bonaire. This reef begins
at a depth of 10 m and extends to a depth of 30 m, similar to all other survey sites.
The shallow maximum depth of the Pink Beach survey makes it impossible to
determine if the second reef system, from 77 m to 100 m, exists in this location.
Much of the shallow area between the shoreline and the reef break is classified
as coral rubble (Class 5), with intermittent patches of hard coral (Class 1), soft coral
and macro algae (Class 2).

Considering the exposed location of Pink Beach,

compared to Zone 2, it is not surprising that much of the shallow water bottom is
comprised of coral rubble. This is comparable to the sites found within Zone 1. Due
to the shallow reef structure encompassing a significant portion of the recorded data
points, it is not surprising that only 19% of the bottom is classified as sand (Class 4).
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Just a Nice Dive (Zone 4)

Figure 62 – Just a Nice Dive bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 63 – Just a Nice Dive rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 64 – Just a Nice Dive slope map and histogram.
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Figure 65 – Just a Nice Dive backscatter map.
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Figure 66 – Just a Nice Dive classification map and histogram.
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Just a Nice Dive (Zone 4) is one of two sites located on the reefs surrounding
the islet of Klein Bonaire. The maximum depth recorded at this location is 245.7 m.
There was a problem with the AUV recorded data at this location because two full
tracklines are missing from all data sets. The first missing line covers the range
between 60 and 80 m and the second between 160 and 175 m, so no processed data is
available for these ranges. The double reef system present on much of the main island
can also be seen here; however the depths are slightly different. The shallow reef is
found between 15 and 40 m, and, based on the available data, the deep reef appears to
cover a range of 80 to 110 m. This is an offset of approximately 5 to 10 m compared
to the main island. The deep reef starting point may not be accurate if it begins
somewhere within the range of the missing data. The rugosity map reveals a few
channels, with a relief of less than 1 m, at a depth of 190 m on the NE side of the map
(Figure 65). Nothing comparable to this is seen at any other location in the data set at
this depth. The large red feature is located at the AUV nadir and does not appear on
the backscatter data, so it is assumed that this is an acoustic artifact. The slope of Just
a Nice Dive is a higher degree than what is seen in every site not found within Zone 1,
with the 26% of the area having a slope greater than 30°.
The classification map for Just a Nice Dive contains a large percentage of area
classified as sandy bottom (Class 4), which is seen at the greater depths. The two reef
structures are both classified as coral rubble (Class 5), soft coral and macro algae
(Class 2), with intermittent patches of hard coral (Class 1). Knowing the tendency for
the classification system to mislabel noise at nadir as Class 2, it is likely that some of
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the area surrounding the reefs is mislabeled.

The deep water channels shown in

Figure 65 are clear on the classification map as well, baring a label of coral rubble.
The changes in sediment type in this location can also be seen on the backscatter
mosaic.
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Figure 67 – Rugosity map and profile from Just a Nice Dive, showing sand channels
found at a depth of 190 meters.
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Southwest Corner (Zone 4)

Figure 68 – Southwest Corner bathymetry map and histogram.
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Figure 69 – Southwest Corner rugosity map and histogram.
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Figure 70 – Southwest Corner slope map and histogram.
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Figure 71 – Southwest Corner backscatter maps.
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Figure 72 – Southwest Corner classification map and histogram.
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Southwest Corner (Zone 4) is the second survey location on Klein Bonaire.
Even though all data for this site was processed as one entity, it is essentially two
separate sites, one located to the northwest, and one to the south, separated by the
western tip of Klein Bonaire. This survey is the longest of any of the Bonaire surveys
and therefore covers the largest area.

Several interesting features are found at

Southwest Corner that are not seen in other locations. The depth range for this region
is more evenly distributed, showing similar coverage percentages for both shallow and
deep areas.
The NW section of Southwest Corner is the larger of the two sites, covering
over 3000 square meters. The bathymetry map for this section provides significant
coverage of the island‟s shallowest shelf, beginning at 0 m and extending to 80 m,
where the second reef system begins. The rugosity map provides a clear outline of
both the shallow and deep reef systems as they contour the island, unlike anything that
is seen at any of the other research sites. Similar to the two reefs at Just a Nice Dive,
the shallow reef at Southwest Corner exists at a depth from 15 m to 40 m, and the deep
exists from 80 m to 115 m. Two features of particular interest are found at this site.
At a depth of 160 m, near the northernmost point, are two large mounds which can be
identified in all data types; however they are most clearly seen in the rugosity and
slope maps (Figure 71).

Both mounds have bathymetry, rugosity, and slope

properties similar to that of the reef structures found in shallower water. The larger of
the two mounds is approximately 35 m wide and 80 m long. The structure drops off
steeply, with a slope greater than 80° in some places.
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The entire structure has a

vertical relief of 30 m. The smaller structure, located just to the right of the larger, is
25 m wide and 30 m long. It also has a steep face, with slope values of 60°. The
vertical relief of this feature is 10 m.
The classification map of the NW section of Southwest Corner shows a
predominately flat sand bottom, with the exception of the reef structures identified in
the bathymetric maps. The areas around the reefs are classified as Class 5, with a few
small areas containing Class 2. The two deep structures share a similar classification
to the two shallow reefs. Along with the bathymetric similarities, this suggests that
these structures are either part of a third, deeper reef system or have originated in
shallow water and slumped down to this depth. South of these two mounds, the
classification map identifies more patches as Class 5, which appear as sand channels
on the backscatter mosaic.
The S section of Southwest Corner covers a smaller area than the NW. Depths
at this site extend to 233.2 m. The commonly seen double reef system is not evident
here. The shallow reef, extending from 15 to 40 m, is visible in the northernmost
trackline; however the deeper structure, expected to be found between 80 and 115 m,
is not seen here. Structures having the same bathymetric properties as reef are found
scattered across the seafloor, beginning at a depth of 100 m and extending to 220 m.
One particularly interesting feature found in this data is a large sand channel cutting
through the center of the map, with a depth of 10 m and a width of 150 m. The
bathymetry overlaid with the backscatter mosaic shows it acting as a chute for
sediment to travel from shallow to deep depths (Figure 72).
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The classification map of the S section of Southwest Corner classifies most of
the area outside of the sand chute shown in Figure 72 as either soft coral and macro
algae or coral rubble. There appears to be no distinction between the pieces of broken
reef found in deep water and the areas around them. There are also abundant patches
identified as hard coral found at shallower depths.

Figure 73 – Large reef-like feature found at a depth of 160 m near the northernmost
point of the Southwest Corner site.
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Figure 74 – 10 m deep sand chute, located in the southern portion of the Southwest
Corner site.
(Scene = No vertical exaggeration)
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Figure 75 - Class versus Depth Comparison
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Figure 75 cont.
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Class 2 (Soft Corals and Macro Algae)

Figure 76 - Class versus Rugosity Comparison
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Figure 76 cont.
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Class 2 (Soft Corals and Macro Algae)

Figure 77 - Class versus Slope Comparison
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Figure 77 cont.
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Figure 78 – High Rugosity versus Depth Comparison
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
As outlined in the introduction, in addition to generating detailed acoustic
maps of areas surrounding Bonaire which have likely never been seen before, three
hypotheses were addressed to make educated conclusions about many of the features
that were discovered. This section addresses each hypothesis individually (H1, H2,
H3), using the results as an attempt to answer each question.

H1: The dive restricted, marine reserves have had a positive impact on the
existence of stable reef structures in deep water compared to areas outside of the
reserve.
The bathymetry data for the Marine Reserve is not as clean as many of the other
survey locations and this has a negative impact on the bathymetry map as well as the
slope and rugosity calculations. The data set was reprocessed many times in an effort
to remove this noise; however the problem seems to exist within the data collection
methods used, and not the data processing. The filtering of the AUV raw data was
completed in the same manner for each survey, yet the Marine Reserve is the only site
that shows the reefs as block like structures with straight unnatural edges. For this
reason, it proves difficult to define discrete structures based on the bathymetry data
and calculations.
The deeper of the two reef structures found within the Marine Reserve is found
between depths of 75 and 115 m. This is outside the range of the Marine Protected
Area (MPA) that surrounds the entire island, as the MPA only accounts for areas
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between the high water mark and depths of 60 m. This means that none of the deeper
reef structures, which are found at nearly every AUV survey site on the island, are
protected under the regulations defined by the MPA, yet exist in waters likely to be
shallow enough to sustain live coral.
There are several bottom features that are clearly defined within the bathymetric
data at depths beyond the second reef. The backscatter and classification maps reveal
additional seafloor details not visible in the bathymetry based maps. As shown in the
results section above, a large pile, classified as coral rubble, is found extending from
the deep reef face to the southernmost points of the data set, with a height of 10 m. It
can be assumed that this structure extends beyond the deepest data values of 180 m, on
into deeper waters. The rugosity and slope maps provide no evidence that this is a
channel that allows for transport of sediment from shallow to deep water. The cause
of this structure is unknown, but nothing of this magnitude is found in any of the other
data sets.
In conclusion, the special restrictions which do not allow divers to access the
Marine Reserve do not appear to have any impact on the presence of stable reef
structures in deep water compared to areas outside the reserve, due to the fact that no
stable reef structures exist at depths beyond the deepest point of the deep reef system.
As for the deep reef system itself, based on the data available, it is structurally the
same, and has the same classification based substrate types as the reef systems found
in other locations. There is no evidence to suggest that the deep reef at the Marine
Reserve is any more stable than at other locations.
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While these large piles of coral rubble cannot be classified as stable structures,
they are still a more significant substrate type, biologically, than a sandy bottom.
Coral rubble provides habitats for fish, invertebrates, and marine plants, and pieces of
dead coral can also serve as a surface for growth of coral colonies, which in turn
provide refugia of dead or dying corals in other locations.

H2: There will be a decreased prevalence of coral, including both living and fossil
reef, at deeper depths (100-300 m), compared to that at shallow depths (0-100 m).
For purposes of comparison, bathymetry data has been separated into two
zones. The shallow water zone encompasses the area from the shoreline to a depth of
100 meters and the deep water zone including all values between 100 and 300 meters.
The double reef system present at every survey location, with the exception of Zone 2
and possibly Zone 3, is almost entirely found within the shallow water zone, so only
points deeper than this range will be considered to answer the hypothesis posed.
As shown, high rugosity values are associated with reef structure. This is seen
in every rugosity map as the shallow reef, and in most cases, the deep reef formations,
with high rugosity ratios revealed as red areas and low ratios as violet. By comparing
rugosity to depth, coverage percentages can be calculated for the 0 – 100 m and 100 300 m zones. Considering that only high rugosity ratios will correspond to reef
structures, values less than 1.3 will be ignored. It was found that that 63% of rugosity
values above the 1.3 threshold were found in the shallow zone, leaving 37% to the
deep zone. Rugosity data alone does not adequately answer the posed hypothesis, as
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many of the areas classified as coral rubble do not have high rugosity values, and
appear flat on the rugosity maps. For this reason, the classification data must also be
used.
Class data was compared to depth similarly to rugosity. Ground truthing data
show that areas labeled as Class 1 are hard coral structures. 67% of all areas with a
Class 1 label are found at depths less than 100 m. Class 5 was determined to be coral
rubble, which likely includes both living and fossil reef structures. Only 43% of the
Class 5 coverage is located within the shallow water zone, giving 57% to depths
greater than 100 m. By combining Classes 1 and 5 to answer the hypothesis posed, it
is found, based solely on this data, that out of all coral identified 55% is found within
the shallow water zone and 45% within the deep water zone.
Both rugosity and class data representing coral structures, when compared to
depth zones of 0 – 100 m and 100 – 300 m, show a reasonably even distribution across
shallow and deep water. This suggests that there is not a decreased prevalence of
coral, including both living and fossil reef, at deeper depths (100-300 m), compared to
that at shallow depths (0-100 m).
As expected there is a higher percentage of live (hard) coral found in shallow
water and subsequently a lower percentage of coral rubble found at deeper depths.
This is due to both the movement of non-stable reef (rubble) to deeper waters due to
downslope transport, as well as greater depths being light limited and not being able to
support photosynthesis.
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H3: Downslope gravity driven processes, such as storm and tsunami generated
slumps, provide the dominant mechanism for enhanced reef structure abundance
at depths greater than sixty meters.
When this hypothesis was initially conceived, the existence and size of the
deep reef structure (75 - 100 m) was not known. It was not until after all data was
properly processed and analyzed that the presence of a shallow reef, from 10 to 30 m,
and a second, deeper reef, from 75 to 100 m, was shown to exist at nearly every
survey location. The creation of this deep reef structure is from a time that this reef
existed in a shallower higher light environment, such as the zone in which the shallow
reef exists today. The existence of the deep reef immediately disproves the hypothesis
statement, as this entire structure, which is in no way related to the actions of
slumping, exists at a depth below 60 m.
By increasing the depth in the hypothesis to 100 m, as to not include the deep
reef, the answer to this question becomes more interesting. Most sites have very little
structure found at depths greater than 100 m; however Just a Nice Dive, Southwest
Corner, and the Marine Park each have significant features within this range.
The two Klein Bonaire sites both show evidence of reef-like structures existing
at depths greater than 175 m with no other structures nearby. By examining the slope
map, almost every one of these features shows a trail directly behind it trending up
into shallower water (Figure 77). This suggests that at least some amount of slumping
has occurred. With the data available, it is impossible to know what mechanism
caused these features to be found at the depths they are, or if they were originally
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pieces of shallow reef that have broken off due to a catastrophic event, such as a major
hurricane or tsunami.
The rubble pile discovered at the marine reserve is equally intriguing. It is 10
m in height, with a width of nearly 300 m, having sand on either side of the pile. It is
not likely that this coral was originally found at this location, as it does not display any
of the bathymetric properties seen in other reef structures. It appears to have come
from shallow waters, although no significant break in the shallow reef can be
distinguished from the available data. Again, the mechanism that created this pile
cannot be determined at this time; however Morton, et al. (2008) found a significant
onshore ridge deposit at this location, with a width of 60 – 70 m and a thickness of 3
m, consisting of mostly pebbles to cobbles, with some sand and fine boulders.
Formations such as this are often indicative of single or multiple significant wave
events (Morton, et al., 2008). If a large wave event did create this ridge formation
onshore, it is likely that substantial damage was also done to the underwater
environment, which may have generated this large abundance of coral rubble seen in
deeper waters. Onshore surveys were not performed on Klein Bonaire, so there is no
data to compare to the other two sites in which other deep reef features were
discovered.
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Figure 79 – Slope map of the southern section of Southwest Corner showing trails
behind two of the deep water reef-like features.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
Main Findings
The use of AUVs made it possible to cover nearly two square kilometers of
seafloor around Bonaire, in seven days, in great detail. With a more vigorous survey
plan, and without the distraction of other data collection methods, an even larger area
could have been covered. Many of the areas mapped in this survey have never been
seen in detail before now. In addition to the commonly visited shallow reef, a second
reef exists from 75 to 100 m on much of the leeward coast from a time that sea level
was lower than its current state. Significant deep water features were discovered at
several locations. Their existence was likely unknown, as these depths were greater
than recreational SCUBA diving is capable of achieving. Over half of all reef
structures are found outside of the Marine Protected Area, and do not benefit from the
conservation efforts that exist to protect the shallow reef. These deep reef formations
have little significance to the diving tourism industry, as they fall well beyond the
range of recreational SCUBA divers. The mesophotic zone is defined as the region
between 30 and 150 m and has been shown to support growth of some coral species.
The entirity of the deeper coral reef found in Bonaire lies within this zone. Bongaerts,
et al. suggests that these regions may serve as refugia and play an important role in the
recovery of damaged shallow water coral reefs (2010).
Figure 80 shows a generic profile of the leeward shoreline of Bonaire, based
on the bathymetery and classification data from all survey locations. This plot
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provides details as to where specific features and bottom types are found. While
profiles differ slightly on a site to site basis, this provides a general idea as to what is
found beneath the surface of the water at any given location on the western side of the
island.
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Future Work
An AUV resurvey of Bonaire would be beneficial as a measure of tracking
how the reef has changed since the last survey, especially with the damage caused by
hurricane Omar in October 2008. Several of the significant deep water features were
located on the edge of the maps, so these areas should also be explored in more detail
to see how the features relate to the areas around them. This data, along with
additional coordinated onshore surveys to determine the locations of wave deposits,
could be used to better determine and study possible events that may have generated
many of the features shown in these preliminary surveys.
Ground truthing data, including higher quality georeferenced photographs,
should be collected to better associate the Swathview classifications with sediment
type. A grab sampler could also be used; however this would require care to avoid
damage to reef. Sediment cores should also be taken of the deep reef structures in an
attempt to determine dates. By knowing the date that the coral stopped growing, it
may be possible to associate this date with an historical event that may have caused
the slumping to occur.
In addition to more survey work on and around Bonaire, similar studies could
be conducted on the neighboring islands of Curaçao and Aruba, as due to their close
proximity, significant features seen on one island are likely to exit on the other islands
as well. By combining this data over multiple locations, a greater understanding of the
entire region will be achieved.
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APPENDIX A

GAVIA AUV MISSION PLOTS
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Bari Reef

Pink Beach
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Small Wall

Small Wall 2
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Just a Nice Dive

Nukove
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Marine Reserve

Southwest Corner
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APPENDIX B

SONARWIZ TARGET REPORTS
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Bari Reef
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RP_1356
Sonar Time at Target: 01/12/2008 13:56:10
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 15:11:06
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 19:11:06
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.03509' N 068°
17.27462' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345149.63 E:577471.25
Horizontal range to target: 20.19 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 20.19 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011213493

Target: RP_1522
Sonar Time at Target: 01/12/2008 15:22:46
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 15:18:54
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 19:18:54
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.07446' N 068°
17.40966' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345221.50 E:577226.44
Horizontal range to target: 28.46 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 28.46 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011215213
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Target: RP_1533
Sonar Time at Target: 01/12/2008 15:33:10
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 15:21:47
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 19:21:47
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.10667' N 068°
17.47329' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345280.63 E:577110.19
Acoustic Source File: C:\Documents and
Settings\Bryan M. Keller\My Documents\Bonaire
GS
Projects\080112_Boniare_1.pof\Export\011215325.
xtf, Ping:118
Horizontal range to target: 28.46 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 28.46 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011215325
Target: RP_2219
Sonar Time at Target: 01/12/2008 22:19:54
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 15:25:58
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 19:25:58
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.37469' N 068°
17.39410' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345775.00 E:577253.25
Horizontal range to target: 18.19 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 18.19 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011222195
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Pink Beach
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RP_1452
Sonar Time at Target: 01/13/2008 14:52:17
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 16:27:34
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 20:27:34
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 03.62485' N 068°
16.96426' W
Target Click Position (): N:1333336.25 E:578065.19
Horizontal range to target: 23.52 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 23.52 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011314503

Target: RP_1505
Sonar Time at Target: 01/13/2008 15:05:12
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 16:30:39
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 20:30:39
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 03.48323' N 068°
16.89559' W
Target Click Position (): N:1333075.50 E:578190.50
Horizontal range to target: 31.48 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 31.48 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011315031
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Target: RP_1519
Sonar Time at Target: 01/13/2008 15:19:30
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 16:33:12
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 20:33:12
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 03.48833' N 068°
16.98028' W
Target Click Position (): N:1333084.63 E:578036.69
Horizontal range to target: 26.65 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 26.65 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011315133

Target: RP_1527
Sonar Time at Target: 01/13/2008 15:27:28
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 16:36:20
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 20:36:20
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 03.58869' N 068°
17.00637' W
Target Click Position (): N:1333269.50 E:577988.81
Horizontal range to target: 20.62 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 20.62 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011315253

Target: RP_1418
Sonar Time at Target: 01/13/2008 14:18:33
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 16:40:56
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 20:40:56
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 03.62445' N 068°
17.00363' W
Target Click Position (): N:1333335.38 E:577993.38
Horizontal range to target: 19.94 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 19.94 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011314172
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Small Wall
Target Image

Target Info
Target: SF_1836
Sonar Time at Target: 01/15/2008 18:36:20
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 17:15:37
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 21:15:37
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.52078' N 068°
17.52456' W
Target Click Position (): N:1346043.50 E:577015.63
Horizontal range to target: 16.41 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 16.41 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011518294

Target: RP_1910
Sonar Time at Target: 01/15/2008 19:10:07
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 17:20:17
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 21:20:17
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.24509' N 068°
17.48703' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345535.63 E:577084.63
Horizontal range to target: 34.66 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 34.66 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011519043
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Target: RP_1931
Sonar Time at Target: 01/15/2008 19:31:22
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 17:22:29
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 21:22:29
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.40571' N 068°
17.67059' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345830.75 E:576751.13
Horizontal range to target: 33.63 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 33.63 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011519254

Target: RP_1936
Sonar Time at Target: 01/15/2008 19:36:30
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 17:23:34
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 21:23:34
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.27244' N 068°
17.59780' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345585.50 E:576883.88
Horizontal range to target: 24.43 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 24.43 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011519325

Target: RP_1943
Sonar Time at Target: 01/15/2008 19:43:22
Target Capture Time Local: 09/14/10 17:24:30
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/14/10 21:24:30
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 10.30735' N 068°
17.66098' W
Target Click Position (): N:1345649.50 E:576769.63
Horizontal range to target: 29.22 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 29.22 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011519395
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Just a Nice Dive
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RoughPatch_1624
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 16:24:26
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 11:43:37
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 15:43:37
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.84719' N 068°
17.87979' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342957.25 E:576379.13
Horizontal range to target: 16.73 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 16.73 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011616242

Target: RoughPatch_1654
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 16:55:04
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 11:46:15
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 15:46:15
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.84634' N 068°
17.76763' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342956.25 E:576582.81
Horizontal range to target: 29.31 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 29.31 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011616483
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Target: RoughPatch_1650
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 16:50:44
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 11:47:10
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 15:47:10
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.74340' N 068°
17.91687' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342765.75 E:576312.31
Horizontal range to target: 30.10 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 30.10 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011616483

Target: RoughPatch_1705
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 17:05:38
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 11:59:33
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 15:59:33
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.72056' N 068°
17.93838' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342723.63 E:576274.06
Horizontal range to target: 30.25 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 30.25 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011617040

Target: RoughPatch_1706
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 17:06:51
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 12:00:02
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 16:00:02
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.72028' N 068°
17.87246' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342723.38 E:576393.63
Horizontal range to target: 43.11 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 43.11 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011617040
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Target: RoughPatch_1710
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 17:10:12
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 12:00:49
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 16:00:49
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.80548' N 068°
17.75115' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342881.00 E:576612.88
Horizontal range to target: 42.17 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 42.17 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011617040

Target: RoughPatch_1734
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 17:34:25
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 12:07:57
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 16:07:57
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.64355' N 068°
17.95440' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342581.50 E:576245.44
Horizontal range to target: 44.98 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 44.98 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011617281

Target: RoughPatch_1742
Sonar Time at Target: 01/16/2008 17:42:40
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 12:11:30
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 16:11:30
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.77435' N 068°
17.72506' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342823.75 E:576660.06
Horizontal range to target: 28.60 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 28.60 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011617361
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Nukove
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RoughPatch_1552
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 15:52:14
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 12:54:33
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 16:54:33
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.44690' N 068°
24.82727' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353248.25 E:563758.13
Horizontal range to target: 15.25 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 15.25 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011715513

Target: RoughPatch_1610
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:10:43
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:01:16
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:01:16
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.43677' N 068°
24.88449' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353229.38 E:563654.94
Horizontal range to target: 30.49 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 30.49 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716073
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Target: RoughPatch_1614
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:14:26
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:01:53
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:01:53
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.43174' N 068°
24.90783' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353220.00 E:563612.63
Horizontal range to target: 20.46 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 20.46 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716133

Target: RoughPatch_1617
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:17:25
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:02:27
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:02:27
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.56249' N 068°
24.92340' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353460.88 E:563583.31
Horizontal range to target: 28.16 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 28.16 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716133

Target: RoughPatch_1621
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:21:35
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:04:05
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:04:05
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.45846' N 068°
24.93438' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353269.13 E:563564.06
Horizontal range to target: 18.67 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 18.67 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716190
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Target: SignificantFeature_1624
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:24:48
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:04:51
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:04:51
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.40078' N 068°
24.92294' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353162.75 E:563585.25
Horizontal range to target: 33.53 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 33.53 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716244

Target: SignificantFeature_1626
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:26:53
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:05:34
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:05:34
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.47711' N 068°
24.95635' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353303.38 E:563524.50
Horizontal range to target: 19.20 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 19.20 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716244

Target: SignificantFeature_1628
Sonar Time at Target: 01/17/2008 16:28:34
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:06:03
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:06:03
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 14.54349' N 068°
24.99252' W
Target Click Position (): N:1353425.63 E:563458.00
Horizontal range to target: 21.69 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 21.69 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011716244
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Marine Reserve
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RoughPatch_1517
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:17:46
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:21:28
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:21:28
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.12643' N 068°
21.48147' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350828.25 E:569829.31
Horizontal range to target: 21.52 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 21.52 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815150

Target: SignificantFeature_1530
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:30:07
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:22:28
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:22:28
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.09329' N 068°
21.54235' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350766.88 E:569719.38
Horizontal range to target: 24.53 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 24.53 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815280
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Target: RoughPatch_1533
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:33:43
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:23:02
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:23:02
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.09621' N 068°
21.37344' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350773.00 E:570025.31
Horizontal range to target: 31.98 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 31.98 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815280

Target: SignificantFeature_1541
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:41:11
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:24:01
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:24:01
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.08935' N 068°
21.62200' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350759.38 E:569574.50
Horizontal range to target: 18.26 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 18.26 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815353

Target: RoughPatch_1548
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:48:01
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:24:54
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:24:54
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.07395' N 068°
21.39038' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350731.88 E:569994.75
Horizontal range to target: 24.51 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 24.51 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815424
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Target: SignificantFeature_1551
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:51:54
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:25:42
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:25:42
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.06085' N 068°
21.43203' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350707.63 E:569919.44
Horizontal range to target: 35.11 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 35.11 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815501

Target: SignificantFeature_1553
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 15:53:04
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:26:22
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:26:22
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.03625' N 068°
21.48376' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350662.00 E:569825.88
Horizontal range to target: 15.20 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 15.20 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011815501

Target: RoughPatch_1700
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:00:15
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:28:08
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:28:08
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.10857' N 068°
21.84082' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350793.75 E:569177.69
Horizontal range to target: 25.19 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 25.19 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011816592
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Target: SignificantFeature_1713
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:13:23
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:28:58
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:28:58
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.10846' N 068°
21.76437' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350793.88 E:569316.56
Horizontal range to target: 39.21 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 39.21 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817085

Target: RoughPatch_1715
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:15:44
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:29:53
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:29:53
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.10325' N 068°
21.86828' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350783.88 E:569127.94
Horizontal range to target: 27.69 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 27.69 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817085

Target: SignificantFeature_1719
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:19:42
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:31:01
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:31:01
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.05885' N 068°
21.76712' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350702.38 E:569311.44
Horizontal range to target: 34.27 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 34.27 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817171
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Target: SignificantFeature_1719P
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:19:50
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:31:45
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:31:45
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.08620' N 068°
21.76254' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350752.88 E:569320.00
Horizontal range to target: 23.16 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 23.16 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817171

Target: SignificantFeature_1338
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:38:06
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:33:54
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:33:54
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.04449' N 068°
21.61514' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350676.63 E:569587.25
Horizontal range to target: 23.79 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 23.79 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817320

Target: RoughPatch_1735
Sonar Time at Target: 01/18/2008 17:35:35
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 13:34:42
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 17:34:42
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 13.01261' N 068°
21.71997' W
Target Click Position (): N:1350617.50 E:569397.63
Horizontal range to target: 35.07 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 35.07 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011817320
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Southwest Corner
Target Image

Target Info
Target: RP_1529
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:29:28
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:07:49
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:07:49
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.88696' N 068°
19.47235' W
Target Click Position (): N:1343023.25 E:573491.44
Horizontal range to target: 19.57 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 19.57 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915272

Target: SF_1533
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:33:59
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:08:21
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:08:21
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.87254' N 068°
19.41650' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342997.00 E:573592.81
Horizontal range to target: 20.59 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 20.59 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915330
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Target: SF_1548
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:48:01
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:10:21
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:10:21
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.82373' N 068°
19.51812' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342906.50 E:573408.56
Horizontal range to target: 36.25 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 36.25 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915443

Target: SF_1551
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:51:14
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:11:15
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:11:15
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.77716' N 068°
19.52453' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342820.63 E:573396.88
Horizontal range to target: 14.18 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 14.18 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915505

Target: SF_1552
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:52:34
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:12:00
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:12:00
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.80062' N 068°
19.48333' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342864.00 E:573471.94
Horizontal range to target: 17.59 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 17.59 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915505
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Target: SF_1524
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:54:01
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:12:25
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:12:25
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.80559' N 068°
19.42657' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342873.50 E:573574.75
Horizontal range to target: 12.61 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 12.61 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915505

Target: SF_1555
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:55:10
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:12:52
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:12:52
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.80668' N 068°
19.38125' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342875.75 E:573656.63
Horizontal range to target: 27.47 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 27.47 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915505

Target: SF_155550
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:55:50
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:13:13
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:13:13
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.80548' N 068°
19.35379' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342873.63 E:573706.88
Horizontal range to target: 40.78 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 40.78 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915505
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Target: RP_1737
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 17:37:21
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:15:33
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:15:33
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.50105' N 068°
19.73968' W
Target Click Position (): N:1344153.88 E:573004.00
Horizontal range to target: 36.44 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 36.44 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011917343

Target: RP_1754
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 17:54:13
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:16:28
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:16:28
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.34450' N 068°
19.82894' W
Target Click Position (): N:1343865.00 E:572842.63
Horizontal range to target: 35.56 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 35.56 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011917483

Target: SF_1802
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 18:02:42
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:17:15
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:17:15
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.61412' N 068°
19.74060' W
Target Click Position (): N:1344362.25 E:573001.31
Horizontal range to target: 17.92 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 17.92 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011918023
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Target: SF_1804
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 18:04:06
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:17:51
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:17:51
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.56720' N 068°
19.77035' W
Target Click Position (): N:1344275.63 E:572947.56
Horizontal range to target: 41.95 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 41.95 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011918023

Target: RP_1844
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 18:44:48
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:19:17
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:19:17
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.31068' N 068°
19.88845' W
Target Click Position (): N:1343802.38 E:572734.44
Horizontal range to target: 14.85 meters to Port side
Slant range to target: 14.85 meters to Port side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011918360

Target: RP_1848
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 18:48:50
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 14:19:46
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/15/10 18:19:46
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 09.29237' N 068°
19.91958' W
Target Click Position (): N:1343768.50 E:572678.06
Horizontal range to target: 29.42 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 29.42 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011918482
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Target: SF_1542
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:42:56
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 21:34:35
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/16/10 01:34:35
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.85715' N 068°
19.37026' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342968.75 E:573676.31
Horizontal range to target: 31.42 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 31.42 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915383

Target: SF_154243
Sonar Time at Target: 01/19/2008 15:42:41
Target Capture Time Local: 09/15/10 21:36:18
Target Capture Time UTC: 09/16/10 01:36:18
Target Click Position (GEO): 12° 08.86562' N 068°
19.38308' W
Target Click Position (): N:1342984.25 E:573653.25
Horizontal range to target: 12.49 meters to Stbd side
Slant range to target: 12.49 meters to Stbd side
Event Number: 0
Line Name: 011915383
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